Taipei City Street Artist inspection and Management Notification Process

Dept. of Cultural Affairs Street Artist Program Task Force
1. Tel: (02) 2720-8889 ext. 3500
2. Fax: (02) 2725-2676

Department of Cultural Affairs Inspection Task Force
1. Routine inspections
2. Emergency inspections
3. Receive reports of violations and complaints
4. Conduct effectiveness evaluations

Relevant Police Personnel
1. Assist in guaranteeing the lawful rights of street artists to perform in public spaces
2. Take punitive action against street artists for obstruction of traffic, disturbing the peace or disorderly conduct, and report to Dept. of Cultural Affairs (record artist’s license number on ticket and submit to Dept. of Cultural Affairs)
3. Assist in reporting reports of violations or complaints to Dept. of Cultural Affairs

Public Space Managers
1. Registration of venue entrants (to be carried out according to the requirements of the Department of Cultural Affairs)
2. Venue inspection
   a. Routine inspection (same-day reporting of violations)
   b. Emergency inspection (upon receiving report or other emergency matters; report immediately)
3. Collect or pass on (to Dept. of Cultural Affairs) reports of violations or complaints.
4. Provide reasonable services